
The Answer - Pt 4 
Receiving It

Been looking at the foundation for understanding what is wrong in our world and in 
our lives 

There is one basic problem which is at the root of every other problem 
Therefore, we can never solve these problems if we do not face the foundation 

Seen that the root of all problems of man is that we are trying to exercise a capacity 
for judging right and wrong which God did not give us 
The answer is today as it was in the Garden - simple obedience to God’s Word 
God’s Word contains His answer to the issues of our culture and our lives 

Knowing the answer to a problem is not enough, we must be open to receive the 
answer and act on it or it won’t be of any benefit to us. 

• John 1:9-13 - “light” = truth, shows the answer and provides life.  
It is only those who received Him as their answer who had the ability to 
become sons 

• Mark 6:1-7 His own town could not receive the benefit of His miracles because 
they had a block - their old image of Him growing up 

God’s answer comes in the form of truth (light) from His Word 

We all have built in defenses or blocks to receiving truth that we perceive we won’t 
like, make us uncomfortable, etc. 

If we won’t face these defenses and allow the Spirit to work in our hearts, we 
will deceive ourselves and “walk in darkness” 

The danger of resisting God’s Word 
Matt 7:24-27 - foundation of our lives is building on obedience to God’s Word 
James 1:22-25 - we deceive ourselves when we hear but don’t obey 

Deceive because we think that hearing = change so we are comforted 
Obedience leads to God’s blessings 

Satan is a deceiver and cannot afford to let us obey - he tries to develop 
defenses in our hearts so we will not let God’s Word change us 

Purpose of today is to help us recognize that these deceptions and the choices we 
make when we yield to them 

Some of the principle blocks we build to “defend” against God’s help 
 1. Prejudice - preconceived views about persons or issues that form our reaction to 
them and filters everything we say or do - even our response to what God says about 
them or the issue 

To look at what God says threatens the preconceived view 
Preconceived view almost always puts ME in the superior group 
It always separates what God wants joined - it therefore opposes God 

2. Pride - I am so certain that I am right that I don’t need to listen to another view or 
side 

John Stuart Mills: “He who knows only his own side of the case knows little of 
that. His reasons may be good, and no one may have been able to refute them. 
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But if he is equally unable to refute the reasons on the opposite side, if he does 
not so much as know what they are, he has no ground for preferring either 
opinion... Nor is it enough that he should hear the opinions of adversaries from 
his own teachers, presented as they state them, and accompanied by what 
they offer as refutations. He must be able to hear them from persons who 
actually believe them...he must know them in their most plausible and 
persuasive form.”   
― John Stuart Mill, On Liberty 
James 4:6 - God resists the proud but gives more grace to the humble 
Prov 16:18 - pride goes before destruction 

3. Selfishness - I don’t care what is right or whether I am wrong, I only care about 
what affects me. 

4. Stubbornness - That’s just the way I am, the way I am wired or my nationality is 
just this way 

In OT, God called this being “stiff-necked” -  
HEB - an idiom meaning an animal that would stiffen its neck so the yoke would 
not fit 
Caused them to be unable to receive the land He had destined for them 
We are resisting God when we are stubborn 

5. Fear - what will happen to me if I allow this truth to affect me 
It is fear of the unknown - status quo is safer 
Fear is a weapon of Satan control you 
2 Tim 1:7 - God has not given us a spirit of fear, but power, love & sound mind 

Heb 3 & 4 says 3 times: today if you hear His voice, do not harden your hearts 

How do we overcome these blocks in our life? 
Phil 2:12-13 

God is at work in you to conform you will to His and enable you to 
change 
Because it is God, we are to cooperate with Him with  
Fear & trembling - realize who it is who is dealing with us 

Heb 12:5-12 - God deals with us out of a love relationship -  
Outlines our responses to God’s truth 
Vs 5 two wrong responses 

Despise His correction - to reject it 
Faith - avoid by saying it is too hard or I can’t do it 

Vs 6 - God acts out of love as our Father 
Vs 7 - if we will receive it, it allows God to work with us as a son 

This is our choice how we respond 
Vs 11 - letting God work with us is not comfortable but it produces God’s 
fruit in our lives 
Vs 12 - stand up and allow God to work with your resistance to His Word 

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/2387235
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What areas of your life do you have blocks that might interfere with God’s answer to 
your life? 
What attitudes do I have about issues in our society which may block God from 
showing me truth?


